Competition Entry Procedure
The ONE -2017-

● Application section
Professional Oriental Solo section
Non-Professional Oriental Solo section
Fusion Solo section
● Judge method
Preliminary qualifier: by the video examination
※Announcement of the results: On Friday, September 1, 2017.
Final contest: In the Belly Dance Competition on October 14th, 2017, order
(first place - third place) is decided with the much number of the acquisition
votes by the following count.
・ Vote (two votes alone per one section) of the meeting place participant
・ Guest judge vote (two votes alone per one section, ※ one Guest judge
vote is equivalent to 100 votes of the meeting place participant per one
section per person)

● Application Flow
Please apply for the entry following ①, ②, and ③.

① Application via Internet
② Prepare your motion video and send to The One office.
③ Payment of Examination fee
① Application via Internet
Please apply in filling in information necessary for the entry form in
understanding the following the Competition rule.
※ When your application is completed, an automatic reply email is
delivered by the entry system.
※ Allow your e-mail to receive the e-mail from the address of
compe@theone-japan.com.
※ If you apply for the plural sections, please apply from the entry form in
each section.
② Preparing your video movie and sending it to The One Office
Send your video movie by the method of (a) or (b) either following in
confirming instructions at the time of preparing the video movie in “the
Competition rule”(as of May, 2017) by all means.
(a) In the case of uploading your video movie in YouTube
At the time of the entry form input, please list a URL of YouTube which you
uploaded.
※ If you may not output a sound source concerning a copyright in some
cases. Please confirm it beforehand.
(b) In the case of sending the video movie by the large-capacity data
transmission service
At the time of an entry form input, please list a URL address of the
downloading.
※ When there is the deadline for downloading, please input this
information by all means in the remarks column.
※ The One office sends you the receipt confirmation email after
downloading the video movie within three(3) days.
③Payment of the Examination fee (for the preliminary round)
¥3,000 Japanese yen（JPY） per one(1) section is necessary for the qualifier
(video examination) as the examination fee. Please settle an account from
the following button.

※ After the settlement was confirmed, the video examination is started.
 Payment System =https://t.livepocket.jp/e/70eww
※ The settlement by the credit card
※ When you apply for the plural sections, please transfer examination
fee of all sections to apply for in a mass.
● The Competition Rule (as of May, 2017)
1. In Belly Dance Competition-The ONE-, the qualifier is the video
examination and the final contest add up a vote of audience in the meeting
place and the vote of the guest judge. That is a new type of Competition to
select order as.
2. The video movie of the qualifier (video judge), please observe contents as
follows.
(a)The video movie of the qualifier in each section is less than three
minutes.
(b) The performance is a dance, music, clothes appropriate for the styles
of the categories to apply for.
(c) Only a dancer dancing in the final contest being photographed to a
qualifier's video movie.
(d) Choreography being an original of a dancer enrolling in examination.
(e) Being careful about easiness in seeing of a video picture, easiness of
hearing of a sound source, and taking a video examination movie from
front of a dancer.
(f) If there are props (small tools) which can be used in the final contest
place, it is available. (Inflammable being strict prohibition)
(j) About the fusion solo section, the used musical piece does not need to
be a thing coming from the Middle East. Make 50% of overall constitution
the movement of the belly dance.
(h) The definition of the professional/non-professional;
Professional; an active person with a reward a professional by a belly

dance,
Non-professional; a person who does not get a reward by a belly dance.
3. The examination check points of the qualifier (video examination) are
total entertainment characteristics such as dance technique and skill, music,
choreography, power of expression, how to handle props (small tools)
including them.
4. The Competition applicant whom participation to the final contest
decided, please transfer the final contest examination fee, \7,000
yen(JPY) to The One Office in 1. Application flow ③Payment of the
Examination fee procedures mentioned above.
5．The portrait rights by the photography and motion video of the day of the
final contest participants belongs to the The ONE administration secretariat.
●Competition inquiry e-mail address is as follows.
compe@theone-japan.com
※ We do not accept the competition application by the email.

